An integrated approach for identification of exon locations using recursive Gauss Newton tuned adaptive Kaiser window.
Identification of exon location in a DNA sequence has been considered as the most demanding and challenging research topic in the field of Bioinformatics. This work proposes a robust approach combining the Trigonometric mapping with Adaptive tuned Kaiser Windowing approach for locating the protein coding regions (EXONS) in a genetic sequence. For better convergence as well as improved accurateness, the side lobe height control parameter (β) of Kaiser Window in the proposed algorithm is made adaptive to track the changing dynamics of the genetic sequence. This yields better tracking potential of the anticipated Adaptive Kaiser algorithm as it uses the recursive Gauss Newton tuning which in turn utilizes the covariance of the error signal to tune the β factor which has been shown through numerous simulation results under a variety of practical test conditions. A detailed comparative analysis with the existing mapping schemes, windowing techniques, and other signal processing methods like SVD, AN, DFT, STDFT, WT, and ST has also been included in the paper to focus on the strength and efficiency of the proposed approach. Moreover, some critical performance parameters have been computed using the proposed approach to investigate the effectiveness and robustness of the algorithm. In addition to this, the proposed approach has also been successfully applied on a number of benchmark gene sets like Musmusculus, Homosapiens, and C. elegans, etc., where the proposed approach revealed efficient prediction of exon location in contrast to the other existing mapping methods.